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C RE ATI N G
V A L U E T H R OU G H

E.V
.
A
.
— M Y T H O R RE AL I TY ?
B Y ISRAEL SH AKED , ALLEN MI CHEL AND PI ERRE LERO Y
“Economic value added” has received a great deal of attention as a management tool. It is effective,
but are all E.V. A.’s alike? And how do companies employ the technique to achieve their goals?

I

N C R E A S I N G LY, T H E

“ V ” word —

ed the “To Our Shareholders” section

nique brings substantial challenges if

value — is the mantra on the lips

of annual reports. Many companies

it is to be used well. Unless the right fac-

of corporate executives. In board-

have adopted E.V.A. as their key per-

tors and adjustments are taken into ac-

rooms and executive suites world-

formance metric, even linking it to the

count when applying E.V.A., to reflect

wide, officers and directors are striving

fortunes of their executives.

the unique identity of each company, it

to respond creatively to the demand

The method’s growing populari-

for increased shareholder value. Ac-

ty reflects the realization that the per-

becomes difficult to get an accurate
picture of value.

tivist organizations such as the giant

formance metrics used in the past, no-

But which factors and which ad-

California Public Employees Retire-

tably return on equity and others

justments, and how many? If too few

ment System (Calpers), investors like

based solely on accounting figures,

are taken into account, the picture will

Warren Buffett and increasingly influ-

are largely wanting when it comes to

be hazy or distorted. Too many, and

ential mutual funds, with their growing

measuring the creation of value.

the process risks becoming too com-

mountains of pension money, have

This article addresses the bene-

conveyed a clear and distinct message

fits of E.V.A. that are heralded by its de-

must be sorted out if a company wants

to corporations: increase shareholder

velopers and its ardent supporters.

to get a true sense of its situation and

value or suffer the consequences.

But it also looks at some aspects of the

make meaningful comparisons in judg-

approach that can pose problems and

ing the performance of its various di-

reduce its utility.

visions and business units.

Because it measures value creation, the method known as “econom-

plicated to be used. Still, the choices

ic value added,” or E.V.A., has made its

While the attractiveness of E.V.A.

The question of comparability be-

way in recent years into speeches giv-

comes, in large part, from the seeming

comes even more tangled, however, in

en by chief executives and has invad-

simplicity of its application, the tech-

trying to assess one company’s E.V.A.

...............................
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against another’s. Because of E.V.A.’s

off their disparate units only to find

shortcomings. For one thing, it is an

relative newness, there is an absence

they were adding value in the process.

accounting metric that mixes histor-

of generally accepted rules to guide its

Enter net earnings as the value

ical concepts like depreciation, past

application and to determine what it is

proxy of choice. Net earnings is a resid-

costs, accruals and others with the

actually measuring. That means com-

ual — what’s left over after everybody

current market. For another, it does

panies can pick and choose among the

has received their paychecks, and af-

not reflect different levels of risk

multitude of possible adjustments, cre-

ter other expenses, the creditors and

among companies. Utilizing R.O.A.

ating something of a free-for-all in the
metrics marketplace, a situation that
awaits a regulatory referee to sort out.
Finally, because companies — and
their business units — have their own
special characteristics, E.V.A. might
not always be the ideal value proxy to
use. Companies that are particularly
sensitive to the availability of capital,
for example, might do better to use a
proxy known as cash value added, or
C.V.A., either alone or in conjunction
with E.V.A.
The practical effect of all this is to
help managers understand that while
E.V.A. can bring a bounty of benefits,
it does not come without a price. To
make that price more palatable, the ar-

and R.O.E. to determine whether val-

BUSINESS HAS ALWAYS
ADMIRED BIGNESS … SIZE
WAS CONSIDERED A PROXY FOR
VALUE. ACQUISITIONS-ORIENTED
EXECUTIVES WOULD TRUMPET
THEIR EXPANDING CORPORATE
ASSETS, AND BOARDS COULD
BE EXPECTED TO LINK PAY TO
THE AMOUNT OF ASSETS
UNDER MANAGEMENT.

ticle identifies a number of E.V.A. trou-

ue creation has occurred ignores the
timing of both costs and benefits and
thus ignores the full range of their impact on the shareholder.
Enter E.V.A., a performance measurement concept introduced to the
corporate arena in the 1920’s, by the
General Motors Corporation, and then
forgotten, until Stern Stewart & Company, a New York-based consulting
firm, reintroduced it in the 80’s as a replacement for the traditional measure
of value creation. The approach is
now trademarked by Stern Stewart.
One of E.V.A.’s most important
contributions was bringing to light the
fact that equity has a cost, albeit not
as readily apparent as the cost of debt

ble spots and shortcomings, along

the tax collectors have been satisfied.

(interest expense). To compete suc-

with ways to deal with them.

What has made net earnings the most

cessfully for scarce resources in the

utilized proxy for value creation is the

capital markets, a corporation must

consistency required by accounting

earn for its shareholders an amount

PERFORMANCE MEASURES

principles in calculating this measure.

equal to the risk-adjusted return that

Business has always admired bigness,

With net earnings determined, other

its capital providers could earn on a

and during the late age of conglomer-

performance measures naturally fol-

myriad of other investments. Thus,

ation, size was considered a proxy for

low; return on assets (R.O.A.), return

the central message of E.V.A. is that it

value. Acquisitions-oriented execu-

on investment (R.O.I.) and return on

is not good enough to have a positive

tives would trumpet their expanding

equity (R.O.E.) are the most common.

net income or a certain level of earn-

A HISTORY OF VALUE-PROXY

corporate assets, and boards could be

Net earnings can also be put on a per

ings per share. Rather, the corpora-

expected to link pay to the amount of

share basis, further tightening the per-

tion must earn enough to cover the

assets under management. Unfortu-

ceived connection between perfor-

cost of debt and the opportunity cost of

nately, size per se does not have any-

mance and shareholder value.

equity before it even begins to create

thing to do with value. As a result, as-

Net earnings, together with its

set size as a value proxy quickly lost its

derived performance measures, re-

popularity. Companies began spinning

mains popular despite two major
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➢ appropriately modify economic

value added, when required.

more comfortable with the likely
prospects for the firm’s shareholders.

often go unnoticed. Once E.V.A. is

➢ understand that E.V.A., although

And as discussions with numerous

embraced, decisions relative to the

i m p o rtant, is not as important as

executives and analysts across the

drivers of performance can be made

changes in E.V.A. and the prospects

country show, companies are using

more consciously.

for future improvements.

E.V.A. as a guidepost in making nu-

For companies to realize the po-

➢ communicate both inside and

tential of E.V.A., they must do the fol-

outside the corporation that an im-

lowing:

provement in economic value added,

➢ determine those situations in

which its use is likely to generate incremental value for the firm.
➢ understand how to effectively im-

plement E.V.A.

merous kinds of decisions. (See box
on how E.V.A. is being used.)

not earnings or earnings per share, is

IS E.V.A. REALLY THAT SIMPLE?

how value creation is measured.

Executives with whom we have spo-

As analysts learn that E.V.A. is be-

ken point to the ease with which man-

ing used as the company’s bench-

agers grasp and apply the concept of

mark for value creation, they become

E.V.A. A little training and an adequate

CALCULATING ECONOMIC VALUE ADDED
Economic value added is aftertax operating profit

fixed assets, attributable to the operating unit.

less the cost of capital employed in generating that

Companies often make a number of adjustments

profit. Or:

to correct for anomalies created by generally accept-

Net operating profit after taxes (Nopat)

ed accounting principles, resulting in a Nopat that is

– (Cost of capital x Capital employed)

closer to true economic earnings. While accounting

= Economic value added

rules require companies to expense all research and

Economic value added can be calculated for an en-

development costs even though they are more prop-

tire business or for its business units. Nopat, although

erly thought of as investments in future products, a

based on accounting figures, includes adjustments to

Nopat adjustment might capitalize R&D outlays and

make it approximate the aftertax cash generated by

amortize them over five years.

the business that is available for reinvestment in the

Once the operating unit’s capital is determined, it

business or for distribution to the capital providers.

can then be charged an appropriate cost. In most

At the Coca-Cola Company, where E.V.A. is now

cases, this is the company’s weighted average cost of

being used for decision-making and performance

capital — a blending of the cost of equity and the

evaluation at all levels, adjustments are made to re-

cost of debt. For example, if a division of a particular

move factors over which operating managers have lit-

corporation is found to be using $20 million in capi-

tle or no control: interest income and expense, gains

tal, and the corporation’s cost of capital is 12 percent,

and losses on currency exchange, headquarters ex-

the division is charged $2.4 million. Ideally, some ad-

penses and so forth. These are allocated to corporate

justment to cost of capital should be made for the

units. Likewise, capital employed must reflect the ac-

riskiness of the operating unit, which may be differ-

tual amount of capital, including working capital and

ent from that of the corporation as a whole.
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supply of data from finance, they say,

methods determine the present value

accounting adjustments that must

make it possible for even non-financial

of each of the company’s cash flows

be made to obtain a “real” reflection of

employees to recognize the factors

and often are somewhat cumbersome

company performance. In other words,

under their control that add or sub-

to apply.

although the concept is frequently

tract from economic profits. By infer-

But while the beauty of economic

applied in a ver y basic, easy-to-

ence, this is one of the advantages of

value added is its conceptual sim-

understand format, numerous com-

economic value added over the dis-

plicity, its developers, including Ben-

plex adjustments must often be made

counted cash flow methods. Those

nett Stewart, point to 164 potential

to correctly assess a company’s

HOW COMPANIES USE E.V. A .
Strategic Direction. I.B.M. applied

ing capital. E.V.A. is now the

economic value added to focus on

economic value added to evaluate

firm’s benchmark for product in-

management of its receivables.

the strategic plans for key Latin

troductions, equipment purchas-

Cost of Capital Focus. Dow

American markets such as Mexico,

es, supplier arrangements, quali-

Chemical used economic value

Brazil and Argentina.

ty initiatives and process

added to shed light on what it

improvements.

cost to run its businesses and re-

At Georgia-Pacific, the strategic focus shifted from profit creation to value creation.
Acquisitions. In one of the

Harnischfeger uses economic
value added to make decisions

turn a positive economic profit.
Deere & Company is using eco-

with respect to production sourc-

nomic value added to focus man-

largest acquisitions in recent

ing and receivables as well as in-

agement on the value drivers of

years, AT&T used E.V.A. methods

ventory management.

in deciding on its $12.6 billion
purchase of McCaw Cellular.
The Ball Corporation rejected

Product Line Discontinuation.
Economic value added helped
Coca-Cola identify and sell busi-

its businesses and the true cost of
its asset base.
AT&T changed its focus from
income statement earnings to a

the acquisition of an Eastman Ko-

nesses that failed to recoup their

broader view that included the

dak unit because it failed the eco-

cost of capital.

balance sheet.

nomic value added test for creating value. Heekin Can Inc. did pass
the test, and was acquired.

The Perfect Data Corporation
and Incstar both discontinued un-

Incentive Compensation. At
Transamerica, 100 percent of the

profitable product lines based on

annual bonuses for the C.E.O. and

Operational Improvements.

economic value added analysis.

the C.F.O. are based on economic

Briggs & Stratton recognized that

Working Capital Focus.

its return on capital was poor

Quaker Oats used economic value

value added.
The compensation of supervi-

and trending lower. Operations

added to account for the large

sors and managers above a cer-

were restructured and economic

dollar amount tied up in finished

tain salary level at Coca-Cola is

value added was adopted as a

goods and packaging materials

linked to economic value added.

way of focusing managers’ atten-

inventories.

Half of their long-term compensa-

tion on how they were employ-

Morrison Restaurants uses
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situation. Mr. Stewart’s list of adjust-

bias, G.P. used market values — again,

justments that are of the greatest rel-

ments includes the following:

not an easy thing to calculate — to de-

evance to their businesses.

“... inventory costing and valuation; seasonality; depreciation; revenue

termine the level of capital deployed
in each division.

Coca-Cola has made as many as
15 adjustments at the company level.

recognition; the writing off of bad debts;

Starting in 1995, however, when all lev-

the capitalization and amortization of

els of the company began implement-

R&D; market-building outlays, restructuring charges, acquisition premiums
and other ‘strategic’ investments with
deferred payoff patterns; mandated investments in safety and environmental
compliance; pension and post-retirement medical expense; valuation of
contingent liabilities and hedges; transfer payments and overhead allocations;
captive finance and insurance companies; joint ventures and startups; and
special issues of taxation, inflation and
1

currency translation.”

Depending on the circumstances
of a particular company, failure to account for any of these may distort

… THERE IS NO STANDARD WAY
OF MAKING ADJUSTMENTS. EACH
COMPANY DOES IT INDEPENDENTLY,
WITH NO FASB OR REGULATORY
SUPERVISION TO DETERMINE WHAT
IS APPROPRIATE TO ADJUST AND
WHAT IS NOT … COMPANIES
SELECT ADJUSTMENTS THAT ARE
OF THE GREATEST RELEVANCE
TO THEIR BUSINESSES.

measured E.V.A. performance by millions of dollars. Even determining the

ing the system, the calculation was
greatly simplified; only a few adjustments were made to remove items
over which managers had no control.
“We are concerned that if we introduce too many complexities into the
calculation, the general understanding
of what is happening will deteriorate,”
said Michael Stewart, financial project
manager. “We recognize that in a perfect world, we should adjust the cost
of capital. Perhaps we’ll refine it, but
to really drive it down into the organization, we need to keep it simple.”
If practitioners insist on making
complex adjustments, they may encounter the same problems faced by

At the Whirlpool Corporation, the

the Scott Paper Company and Deere &

level of capital used in an operating

merits of 140 adjustments were debat-

Company. In turning around Scott Pa-

unit can be daunting.

ed prior to implementation, and a deci-

per, Albert J. Dunlap, the chief execu-

Georgia-Pacific felt that the use of

sion was reached to make adjustments

tive, found that there were benefits to

book values for assessing capital

only for factors that made a big differ-

using the E.V.A. system, but the ad-

charges would create a significant bias

ence. In the end, adjustments were

justments and complexities were so

between different operating units. For

made in only four areas: goodwill, cap-

great that he didn’t see a need for im-

instance, G.P.’s building products unit

italized leases, restructuring charges —

plementing the concept. By contrast,

had highly depreciated assets, making

which are viewed as an investment —

Deere’s finance division attempted to

its book values far lower than their

and minority interests in investments.

implement an E.V.A. mentality among

market values. At the same time, book

This limited number of adjust-

its executives. At first, the effort failed

and market values for capital assets in

ments is typical. Yet, interestingly,

because operating managers could

the pulp and paper unit were fairly

there is no standard way of making ad-

not understand all of the adjustments.

close. The use of book values compa-

justments. Each company does it in-

Then the finance division reasoned

ny-wide would have overestimated

dependently, with no FASB or regula-

that only a few adjustments were crit-

the E.V.A. performance of the building

tory supervision to determine what is

ical to calculate an E.V.A. that reflect-

products unit relative to the pulp and

appropriate to adjust and what is not.

ed most of the potential value cre-

paper unit. To overcome this potential

In particular, companies select ad-

ation. Today, at Deere, as a result of

...............................
1

G. Bennett Stewart 3d, “E.V.A.: Fact and Fantasy,” Journal of Applied Corporate Finance (Summer 1994).
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simplifying the calculation, E.V.A. has

their disposal. Indeed, for

become an accepted method of de-

evaluating future invest-

termining value creation.

ments and allocating cap-

To the extent that only a few

ital to its highest return

easy-to-understand adjustments are

uses, the D.C.F. concept

necessary, E.V.A. can be particularly

has proven its worth. That

beneficial. As the adjustments be-

is because D.C.F. incorpo-

come more complex, however, its util-

rates the factors that mat-

ity becomes compromised.

ter in assessing economic

COMPETITION

•

value: cash flows (instead
COMPARABILITY BETWEEN

of accounting measures)

COMPANIES

and cost of capital (at the

Direct comparability of company re-

discount rate). Projects

ports of E.V.A. will be a problem as

that produce a positive

long as the companies are inconsis-

net present value, by defi-

tent in how they make adjustments.

nition, create economic

For that reason, the same adjustments

value in excess of the cost

must be made to each company’s fi-

of capital.

Source: Israel Shaked, Allen Michel and Pierre Leroy

nancial figures if those adjustments

Most operating man-

have a significant impact on E.V.A. Tra-

agers, regrettably, find the

ditional tools of comparison, such as

accounting adjustments

return on assets and return on equity,

re q u i red to determ i n e

EXHIBIT I
DETERMINING VALUE

...................

have the benefit of being based upon

their business unit cash

common rules of measurement —

flows puzzling, and the mathematics

source of the error. Performing both

generally accepted accounting princi-

of D.C.F. intimidates others. Thus the

analyses provides a company with an

ples (GAAP). There is no denying that

growing popularity of E.V.A. as a for-

internal control system based on com-

GAAP requires abundant explanation

ward- looking measurement tool.

patibility.

in the form of footnotes and gives

Fortunately, D.C.F. and E.V.A. are

To appreciate this compatibility,

companies plenty of “wiggle room” in

compatible — i.e., they produce iden-

consider the situation in Exhibit I,

measuring the factors that determine

tical results — when all adjustments

which shows the relevant income

R.O.A. and R.O.E. Those metrics, nev-

and identical assumptions are made.

statement and balance sheet items for

ertheless, are seen as an authentic ba-

Executives who have come to rely on

a company with level operations over

sis for comparison. Until similar guide-

D.C.F. techniques to evaluate potential

three years. For simplicity, let us sup-

lines are established to “standardize”

investments need not worry that the

pose that all income statement items

E.V.A., it is far more suited for internal

advocates of E.V.A. will use their new

are cash, that net capital investment

measurements than for cross-compa-

methodology to drive their companies

(depreciation less capital expendi-

ny analyses.

into a financial abyss. In fact, Whirlpool

tures less increases in working capi-

is just one of several companies we

tal) is zero, that the firm is all-equity fi-

THE COMPATIBILITY OF E.V.A.

have encountered that conduct both

nanced and that this cash-flow stream

AND DISCOUNTED CASH FLOW

D.C.F. and E.V.A. analysis of projects.

is expected to continue into the future.

Most financial professionals regard

When the outcomes do not match,

If the cost of capital is 10 percent, the

discounted cash flow techniques, or

Whirlpool’s analysts go back and find

D.C.F. calculation leads to a value of

D.C.F., as the most powerful tool at

the discrepancy in assumptions or the

$1.3 million. (Here we use the formula
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for determining the present value of a

Return on assets, return

perpetual cash-flow stream: PV =

on equity and profits all

CF/Discount rate. The cash flow in

suffer in Year 1. These

each period is the same.)

measures improve in

Now, consider the same business

Year 2, but then decline

using E.V.A. First, we quantify the

slightly in Year 3. The

amount of capital used in the business.

company’s compensa-

As Exhibit I indicates, this business has

tion system may be such

fixed capital assets of $800,000 and

that the product man-

working capital of $300,000 for a total

agers will drop the pro-

of $1.1 million in capital. If the total cap-

ject simply to avoid the

ital is not expected to change over

Year 1 negative effects.

time, the annual cost of capital is
$110,000 ($1.1 million x 10 percent).

•

COMPETITION

Source: Israel Shaked, Allen Michel and Pierre Leroy

EXHIBIT II
TAKING A HIT

....................

There is plenty of
evidence that compensation plans in-

acteristics obviously should produce

To determine the E.V.A. each year, we

fluence managerial behavior in ways

different levels of re t u rn to c apita l

simply subtract this annual capital

that sacrifice long-term benefits to op-

providers. Also, single hurdle rates

c h a rge from No pat ( $ 13 0, 0 00 –

timize short-term results.

$110,000 = $20,000). The value of this

cause corporations to accept high-risk

The elimination of such sharp

projects that should be rejected and to

company is then the value of its total

fluctuations in annual profits is one of

reject low-risk projects that should be

capital ($1.1 million) plus the dis-

the dividends of economic value

accepted. Yet single rates appear to be

counted value of a perpetual stream of

added. As illustrated in Exhibit III,

the rule. The dilemma faced by mul-

each year’s E.V.A. (20/0.10 = $0.2 mil-

E.V.A. methodology capitalizes the

ti-division companies is in choosing be-

lion), or $1.3 million, as in the D.C.F.

R&D expense and amortizes its impact

tween accuracy and simplicity. Ap-

version. Thus, under this set of sim-

over the years in which its benefits are

parently, a single number is easier to

plified assumptions, E.V.A. and D.C.F.

received. Unlike the fluctuating year-

“sell.” A multi-division company in di-

are compatible.

to-year adjusted profit, derived from

verse segments should, however, cal-

the traditional performance measures,

culate more than one cost of capital.

THE PROBLEM OF FLUCTUATIONS

the E.V.A. result is a

Besides its greater simplicity, E.V.A.

smoothing of the perfor-

has the added benefit of reporting

mance figures. This may

less volatile fluctuations in bottom-

encourage managers to

line measures. To appreciate this ben-

take the longer view to-

efit, consider a company that projects

ward their investments.

....................
EXHIBIT III
ELIMINATING THE FLUCTUATIONS

$400,000 in profits in each of the next
three years. Its product managers are

THE MULTI-DIVISION

considering a $100,000 R&D invest-

COMPANY

ment, expensed in Year 1, which they

Critics have long decried

estimate will produce incremental

the single, corporate-

profits of $60,000 and $55,000 in Years

wide hurdle rate, which

2 and 3, respectively.

sets a minimum accept-

As the bottom line of Exhibit II

able rate of return for

makes clear, the investment creates

projects. Business units

sharp fluctuations in adjusted profits.

with different risk char-
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Take the case of Deere, which op-

equity has also fluctuated broadly.

all thought systems, clarity will follow

erates in the health care, credit and in-

Historically, it has been about 5.4 per-

once the direction is established.

surance businesses as well as the agri-

cent higher than the cost of 20-year

Listen to your audience or they

cultural, industrial and lawn/grounds

risk-free debt, as measured by the geo-

will not listen to you. In measuring val-

care equipment businesses. The risks

metric averages. Changes in capital

ue creation do not become wedded to

inherent in the first three activities are

structures were ongoing during this

a particular name. There are still a

different from the more traditional

number of corporations where eco-

equipment businesses. As a result,

nomic value added and cost of capital

Deere uses four hurdle rates or costs
of capital. Utilizing these different rates
gives management a more accurate
picture of value creation and allows
better comparisons among the business units.
Obviously, not every company
must use multiple hurdle rates. Honeywell, for example, conducted a
study of the different market risks associated with its three core businesses: home and building controls,
industrial controls and space and aviation controls. To its surprise, all fell
within a narrow range of risk. As a result, Honeywell implemented a sin-

RECOGNIZE
THAT DIRECTION IS
MORE IMPORTANT
THAN PERFECTION.
IT IS BETTER TO
CHANGE A COMPANY’S
FOCUS AND DIRECTION THAN
TO MEASURE PERFECTLY
THE CREATION OF
SHAREHOLDER VALUE.

are frightening terms. There are other
corporations where resistance will be
encountered because certain managers will resent being measured by
the true cost of capital.
Listen to these concerns and attempt to develop E.V.A. proxies. As an
example, even though it may be inefficient to use two measures such as
R.O.A. and growth as a metric, use
them if your audience accepts them
rather than E.V.A. One method of calculating a meaningful R.O.A. target is
by reverse-engineering the goal. This
can be done by determining an E.V.A.
improvement that is acceptable, giv-

gle, corporate-wide hurdle rate.

en forecasted average assets, and

Briggs & Stratton and Georgia-Pacific

translating it to an R.O.A. goal that is

reached the same conclusion about

period as well, with related changes in

equivalent. In order to prevent value-

risk across their operating units.

the weighted average cost of capital.

destroying strategies, a growth target

Transamerica’s several divisions, on

Nevertheless, few companies signifi-

must also be established.

the other hand, apply different cost-

cantly altered their hurdle rates.

of-capital charges when measuring

Utilize the synergistic power of internal and external communication.

economic value added. AT&T does

COMMUNICATION

When companies begin talking about

the same.

Internal and external communication

E.V.A. to Wall Street analysts, the ana-

are crucial to accelerate the imple-

lysts begin asking more about E.V.A.

THE CHANGING INTEREST RATE

mentation of E.V.A. Following a few

This increases internal acceptance and

ENVIRONMENT

simple rules will help.

speeds the move toward E.V.A. The

There is plenty of evidence that most

Recognize that direction is more

more companies explain their goal to

companies are reluctant to change

important than perfection. It is better

analysts as E.V.A. improvement, the

their hurdle rate or cost of capital

to change a company’s focus and di-

less analysts worry about the absolute

even when the cost of money changes.

rection than to measure perfectly the

levels of R.O.A., income, etc. The com-

Over the past 20 years, for example, in-

creation of shareholder value. Take

munication coming from inside the

terest rates have varied between 5

whatever steps a company will allow,

company has an impact on external

percent and 20 percent. The cost of

without regard for perfection. As with

stakeholders just as external ques-
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tioning will have an impact on internal

characteristics before select-

stakeholders.

ing a proxy for value. For most

Michael Mauboussin, a food in-

companies, this measure will

dustry analyst for CS First Boston,

be one that is under manage-

has used an “E.V.A. report card” for

ment control, identifiable at

five years, provoking genuine interest

the business unit level and as-

among the companies he follows. “An

sociated with shareholder val-

economic value added report card

ue. Although shareholders’ to-

has compelled some of the poorer-

tal return is the most direct

performing companies to reassess

m e a s u re of s h a re h o l d e r

their strategies,” Mr. Mauboussin

wealth a nd serves better as

notes, when they recognize that “the

a company-wide measure, it is

model is based on solid economics

not under business unit con-

and represents a better way to quan-

trol. Therefore, measures that

tify expectations.”
The symbiotic relationship between internal and external communication creates a synergy that will
speed the adoption of E.V.A.

are not stock market-based
appear more appropriate for
most business units.

•

COMPETITION

Source: Israel Shaked, Allen Michel
and Pierre Leroy

EXHIBIT IV
VALUE CREATION GRID
GROWTH RATE HIGH LOW

................

In determining which value
proxy is most appropriate, the cash

able cash resources is cash sensitive.

sensitivity of the company is highly

The ability to create cash must be an

INCREASING SHAREHOLDER

relevant. Managers learned during the

integral factor in determining the

VALUE: APPLYING THE VALUE

1980’s that cash is the key to consis-

most appropriate value measure for

CREATION GRID

tently creating long-term value. Yet,

such a business.

Clearly, no single measure meets the

many companies have also learned

Exhibit IV presents a method for

needs of all companies in all situa-

that cash availability is uncertain. In

selecting such a measure: the value

tions. Some companies have easy ac-

normal times, most Fortune 500 com-

creation grid. Initially, the grid classi-

cess to cash, while others do not.

panies have access to capital markets

fies the business unit by its cash sen-

Some require major capital invest-

and a network of banking relation-

sitivity. The unit is further classified

ments. Still others, such as service

ships, but this can change dramati-

by its growth rate and capital inten-

companies, may use very little capi-

cally when the economy shifts into

sity. The size of the circle indicates

tal. Some companies are growing

slower growth or recession. Execu-

the relative size of the unit. Finally, a

rapidly, while others are mature and

tives are often surprised by how

determination is made as to which

growing slowly. Some experience

quickly cash availability can evapo-

accounting adjustments are needed

similar levels of risk across business

rate. The speed at which a cash crisis

to reflect the unit’s performance. The

units, while others have high-risk and

can develop is related to the compa-

extent of these adjustments is indi-

low-risk businesses under one corpo-

ny’s “cash sensitivity,” which is a func-

cated by the proportion of the circle
that is shaded.

rate roof. Operating income reflects a

tion of business risk, including the or-

long list of nonintuitive accounting

ganization’s cyclicality, its financial

adjustments at some companies,

risk and its overall sensitivity to econ-

ture, low-growth operation with few re-

while income statements are more

omy-wide fluctuations.

quirements for capital expenditures.

straightforward at others.

Consider business unit A — a ma-

A company or business unit with

Given its history, unit A is unlikely to

Given these differences, man-

a material chance for sizable, unfore-

face sizable cash needs relative to its

agement must analyze its company’s

seen cash needs relative to its avail-

available resources. Moreover, the
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need to adjust the unit’s financials to

acteristics is its dependence on cash

We were recently retained to as-

obtain a useful income figure is limit-

and its limited ability to meet signifi-

sess the events leading to the bank-

ed. For this business unit, E.V.A. is the

cant unplanned cash needs. Given that

ruptcy filing of a major transportation

most appropriate choice.

R.O.A. and E.V.A. are not based on cash,

company. The company had a well-es-

In contrast, unit B is a high-growth,

these measures could produce mis-

tablished reputation extending back to

capital-intensive operation with limit-

leading indications of unit perfor-

the beginning of the century. It had a

ed access to cash. Unlike unit A, its re-

mance. To understand the need for a

sizable market share and a consistent

ported results require a moderate

more appropriate measure of value cre-

record of revenue growth. Its manage-

number of E.V.A. adjustments. Obvi-

ation for a unit such as B, consider the

ment was experienced and innovative,

ously, a dominant element in B’s char-

following situation.

emphasizing value, operational improvement and service excellence.
During the growth years of the 1980’s,
both management and shareholders

AN E.V.A. PRIMER

were rewarded.

Lesson 1: E.V.A.’s simplicity is deceptive. Make only those adjust-

steam out of the company’s growth,

But the recession of 1990 took the
ments necessary to reflect an accurate picture of value creation.

and within several months its cash re-

Yet, for it to be done correctly, complex adjustments may be

sources were depleted. Although cash

required.

was draining steadily, management

Lesson 2: Care must be exercised in making E.V.A. comparisons
between companies because there are no strict guidelines that all
firms follow.

was unaware of the seriousness of its
cash crisis until two months prior to
its bankruptcy filing. Neither R.O.A.
nor E.V.A. would have alerted man-

Lesson 3: When all adjustments are made, E.V.A. and discounted

agers to the cash deterioration. Lack

cash flow lead to identical results.

of sensitivity to its cash position
turned a healthy, value-creating orga-

Lesson 4: By capitalizing large expenses, E.V.A. smoothes fluctua-

nization into a company that could

tions in annual measured performance.

not meet its current obligations.

Lesson 5: For any value measure, risk analysis should precede the

To create long-term value, it is

adoption of a single company-wide cost of capital.

crucial to evaluate cash needs rela-

Lesson 6: Cost of capital and hurdle rates should change with

er value proxy — a measure we call

tive to cash availability. Thus, anothsignificant changes in the cost of money. Failure to make these

cash value added, or C.V.A. — is more

changes reduces the power of both D.C.F. and E.V.A.

appropriate for cash-sensitive com-

Lesson 7: Communication of the use and benefits of E.V.A. is
crucial to obtaining internal and external support.

panies. C.V.A. is a business unit’s operating cash less the charges for the
capital employed by the unit. C.V.A.

Lesson 8: A value creation grid analysis matches a company’s needs

is more reflective of a unit’s cash po-

with the most appropriate performance measure.

sition than are value proxies that focus on operating income, an ac-

Lesson 9: A flexible, multifaceted performance measurement
system provides incentives, rewards performance and creates value.

counting measure. Moreover, E.V.A.
takes the operating income, which is
not cash to begin with, and further
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smoothes it to adjust for unusual

ly make E.V.A. the most appropriate

ness units despite the fact that there

items. These unusual items, howev-

measure. However, due to unit D’s lim-

is rarely a single “best” measure for

er, may well pose a financial strain in

ited resources to meet unforeseeable

the entire organization. While a grid

a high-growth, capital-intensive busi-

needs, the C.V.A. framework may well

analysis might show that E.V.A. is

ness with high cash sensitivity, like

be the preferred choice.

unit B. The long-term interests of

So far, growth rate and capital in-

most appropriate for several units,
C.V.A. may be the most relevant for

shareholders are well served if cash

tensity were assumed to be the domi-

others. To determine the combination

is emphasized. Therefore, to provide

nant factors in determining cash needs.

of measures that best serves the en-

managerial incentives, compensa-

tire organization, management must

tion should be related to C.V.A.

first analyze every business unit using

Another example is business unit
C, located in the southwest corner of
the grid. Unit C is large, rapidly growing, reliant on physical capital and
can quickly access cash should unforeseen needs arise. The unit has
characteristics similar to a cellular
telephone subsidiary of a large communications company with which we
work. Since the parent company of
the cellular unit is cash-rich and eager
to penetrate its market, the subsidiary receives ample support and
capital. Thus, despite its high growth
and increasing needs for working cap-

A PROPERLY CONSTRUCTED
BONUS PLAN CAN EFFECTIVELY
TURN MANAGERS INTO OWNERS
OF THE INDIVIDUAL UNITS UNDER
THEIR CONTROL, WITH THE
RESULT THAT THEY BECOME
MORE ENTREPRENEURIAL AND
OPERATE WITH A RENEWED
SENSE OF URGENCY.

ital, the cellular unit can be classified

the grid and then apply criteria such
as simplicity, ease of implementation
and relevance to value creation.
THE INCENTIVE
COMPENSATION PYRAMID

A critical factor in converting E.V.A.
and C.V.A. measurements into corporate success is to make them the basis
of an incentive compensation plan
that encourages managers to think
and act like owners. Under such a
plan, managers are rewarded for creating value instead of “making a budget.” Conventional incentive schemes
tie bonuses to achieving a target ne-

as having relatively low cash sensi-

gotiated with upper management or

tivity. E.V.A., therefore, is the most re-

This assumption, however, may not al-

the board, a process that tends to cor-

liable measure of its business perfor-

ways hold. Therefore, analysis is need-

rupt planning and budgeting by per-

mance. The same holds for unit C.

ed prior to application of the value cre-

versely encouraging managers to un-

However, if the unit’s parent put a low-

ation grid. In some industries, such as

derstate and underperform the true

er priority on self-funding its sub-

airlines and supermarkets, growth trig-

potential for their business.

sidiary, or if a large number of adjust-

gers increases in payables at a higher

A far better incentive is to pay

ments were needed, the subsidiary

rate than it increases receivables. The

managers for improvements in E.V.A.

would be a prime candidate to use

result: companies in these industries

and C.V.A., with no caps or limits on

C.V.A. as a value measure.

are likely to segment the value creation

what they can earn. A properly con-

Finally, there is unit D, which is

grid based on factors other than

structed bonus plan can effectively

similar in many respects to A. It is a low-

growth. Thus, the grid should be used

turn managers into owners of the in-

growth, low-capital-intensity unit. But

as a flexible rather than a rigid frame-

dividual units under their control,

it differs from A in that it is cash sensi-

work for analysis.

with the result that they become more

tive. The unit’s low growth, small capi-

As noted earlier, most compa-

entrepreneurial and operate with a re-

tal requirements and small number of

nies, as a practical matter, apply a sin-

newed sense of urgency. Budgets and

required adjustments would ordinari-

gle performance measure across busi-

plans are then based on strategy,
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EXHIBIT V
THE COMPENSATION PYRAMID

....................
rather than the hopes and fears sur-

•

COMPETITION

downturn or reces-

Finally, certain managers are re-

sion, which are out

sponsible for only a subset of the fac-

of its control.

tors needed to calculate C.V.A. and

Second-level

E.V.A. For these managers, specific,

executives, typical-

relevant activity measures should be

ly key division man-

used. For example, an inventory man-

agers, play a major

ager may well be evaluated based on

role in creating val-

both inventory turnover and adequa-

ue, yet have little di-

cy of inventory. The inventory under

rect shareholder re-

this manager’s control appears as an

sponsibility. To best

asset in the large business unit’s C.V.A.

re w a rd them for

or E.V.A. Thus, the business unit man-

their influence on

ager with P.& L. and asset responsibil-

shareholder value,

ity will have an incentive to minimize

their incentive com-

the amount charged to the unit for

pensation is partly

capital employed and, therefore, will

based on stock op-

craft measures incentivizing the in-

tions but to a larger

ventory manager to avoid having ex-

degree on E.V.A.

cess inventory.

Middle and upper-middle managers are generally responsible for a

CONCLUSION

Different levels of management

given level of capital and have P.&L.

The search for the ideal value proxy

obviously require a different compen-

responsibility. Since unit operating

has been going on for decades and will

sation mix, with each manager’s bonus

income or operating cash can be de-

surely continue in the years ahead.

rounding an annual bonus.

b as e d mo st l y o n t he s pe c if ic

termined, the most direct measure

Net earnings, return on equity, return

E.V.A/C.V.A. that he or she can affect.

for such managers is unit E.V.A. or

on assets and now economic value

Senior executives — the chief execu-

C.V.A. To encourage cooperation

added have, in turn, been the pre-

tive and other key decision-makers —

among division/unit managers, a por-

ferred measures. There is little debate

have a direct responsibility to share-

tion of their compensation should be

that value creation is the ultimate ob-

holders. These executives should re-

tied to company-wide C.V.A. or E.V.A.

jective of the business corporation.

ceive bonuses tied to shareholders’ to-

T his red uc e s t he c o nfl i cts and

The difficulty is in developing a frame-

tal return, stock options to incentivize

parochialism that boundaries be-

work for accurately assessing value

future performance and compensation

tween business units and functions

creation at different operating levels

linked to company-wide measures,

typically produce.

and in using value creation to guide

such as E.V.A. and C.V.A. (See Exhibit V.)

In establishing C.V.A. and E.V.A.

At Honeywell, senior executive

objectives for a company division or

the behavior of different groups in the
organization.

compensation is tied not only to the

unit, the focus should be on C.V.A. and

Thorough analysis of their busi-

company’s performance, but also to

E.V.A. improvements, regardless of

nesses using C.V.A. and E.V.A. can help

its ranking within its peer group. As-

their absolute level. It is actually their

executives move their organizations

sessing performance relative to other

improvement and the prospects of

one step closer to that ultimate objective of creating shareholder value.

companies solves the problem of pe-

improvement that have the effect of

nalizing senior management for

creating value above the price paid by

macroeconomic events, like a cyclical

shareholders.
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